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Abstract

To draw humankind’s attention to its existence, an extraterrestrial civilization could well direct periodic laser
pulses toward Earth. We developed a technique capable of detecting a quasi-periodic light signal with an
average of less than one photon per pulse within a measurement time of a few tens of milliseconds in the
presence of the radiation emitted by an exoplanet’s host star. Each of the electronic events produced by one or
more single-photon avalanche detectors is tagged with precise time-of-arrival information and stored. From this
we compute a histogram displaying the frequency of event-time differences in classes with bin widths on the
order of a nanosecond. The existence of periodic laser pulses manifests itself in histogram peaks regularly spaced
at multiples of the—a priori unknown—pulse repetition frequency. With laser sources simulating both the pulse
source and the background radiation, we tested a detection system in the laboratory at a wavelength of 850 nm.
We present histograms obtained from various recorded data sequences with the number of photons per pulse,
the background photons per pulse period, and the recording time as main parameters. We then simulated a
periodic signal hypothetically generated on a planet orbiting a G2V-type star (distance to Earth 500 light-years)
and show that the technique is capable of detecting the signal even if the received pulses carry as little as one
photon on average on top of the star’s background light. Key Words: Optical search for extraterrestrial intelli-
gence—SETI—Single-photon detection—Detection of periodic laser signals. Astrobiology 13, 521–535.

1. Introduction

In the first days of searching for extraterrestrial intelli-
gence, it was assumed that the hydrogen-related wavelength

near 21 cm would be the most likely carrier for interstellar
communication. Meanwhile, the spectral region for this search
has been broadened to include other microwave and radio
frequencies, but no unambiguous extraterrestrial signal1 has
been detected yet. The famous ‘‘WOW’’ signal, claimed to be
detected on August 15, 1977, at the Big Ear Radio Telescope/
Ohio State University Radio Observatory (Ehman, 2010), was a
single irreproducible event and probably caused by human
sources. Shortly after the invention of the laser, it was pointed
out that spatially coherent light will allow transmitting mes-
sages over enormous distances in free space and thus could be
used as an information carrier to and from extraterrestrials

(Schwartz and Townes, 1961). It is straightforward to show
that, with 10 m telescopes serving as transmit and receive an-
tenna, respectively, and with laser pulses of 1.4 kJ energy, one
will still receive one photon per pulse at a distance of 500 ly.
(For this estimate we assumed a wavelength of k = 1 lm and
transmission losses of 50%.) From a G2V-type star (such as the
Sun) at the same distance, a 10 m telescope will collect only
about 15 photons ls - 1 in a spectral band of 100 nm centered at
k = 1 lm. This flux of photons would constitute a lower limit of
background radiation from which the faint laser pulse would
have to be distinguished.

A few groups have searched for extraterrestrial optical
pulses of unnatural origin. The most elaborate published work
refers to facilities installed at Harvard and Princeton, where
more than 10,000 solar-type stars were targeted over several
years (Howard et al., 2004). The capabilities of their instru-
ments allowed them to identify 5 ns long pulses consisting of at
least 80–100 photons m- 2 in the wavelength range 0.45 lm <
k < 0.65 lm. The opto-electronic equipment relied on a beam
splitter, two hybrid avalanche photodiodes, and electronics for
coarse waveform reconstruction, and looked for coincidence of
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pulses in both channels. Simultaneous operation of two distant
observatories allowed checking for synchronously occurring
events. Despite the large number of stars observed using 1.5
and 0.9 m telescopes, no evidence for extraterrestrial laser sig-
nals was found. Later, the detection equipment was upgraded
by incorporating two times 8 photomultipliers with 64 pixels
each (Howard, 2006; Howard et al., 2007). With two times 512
pixels imaging the sky, the system allowed an all-sky search
within reasonable time. But again, and so far, no unambiguous
coincident optical signals were detected.

To reduce false-alarm probability, another experiment de-
veloped for the Lick Observatory consisted of even three op-
tically parallel photomultipliers followed by coincident-
detection electronics (Wright et al., 2001; Stone et al., 2005). The
targeted search with a 1 m telescope extended over more than
4 years, with a dwell time of 10 min per star. At the University
of Western Sydney, Australia, a 0.4 m and a 0.6 m telescope
have been paired to look for the coincidence of nanosecond
laser pulses—but without positive results (Bhathal, 2001).

An installation built for solar power research and high-energy
gamma-ray astronomy was intentionally ‘‘misused’’ to look for
blue-green laser pulses in the vicinity of some 200 stars at 200–
800 ly distance (Hanna et al., 2009). A total of 224 heliostats
provided an overall collecting area of 2300 m2. However, the
large field of view of 0.6 degrees necessitated a sophisticated
coincident-detecting circuitry among the 64 photomultipliers
serving as detectors to sufficiently eliminate background radia-
tion. Despite a system sensitivity of 10 photons m- 2, no evi-
dence for extraterrestrial laser pulses was found.

We explore a different route toward the detection of arti-
ficial extraterrestrial optical pulses. Our approach focuses on
the detection of periodic signals when received over a suffi-
ciently large number of cycles (Brunner et al., 2011). Re-
petitive optical pulses of high energy, repetition frequencies
in the kilohertz regime and above, and little time jitter can be
generated easily with solid state lasers. Such a pulse chain
represents a signal not likely to be generated by a natural
source. Its detection would thus be a hint for extraterrestrial
intelligent origin. Moreover, because of the a priori period-
icity, it can be distinguished from noise if very low (average)
photon numbers are received and even if a large portion of
the transmitted pulses is lost in a random manner on their
way to the receiving station.

In this paper, we will start by accounting for the charac-
teristics and parameters of the optical pulse chain we expect

to receive from an extraterrestrial civilization. Together with
background noise this will form the input signal from which
we aim to retrieve the faint periodic extraterrestrial signal.
Section 3 first presents the concept of the detection equip-
ment, which is based on single-photon avalanche detectors
and on time-tagging each detected photon. This is followed
by a description of the fiber-coupled hardware actually used
in our laboratory tests. In Section 4, we introduce strategies
to recover the sought-for periodicity from sequences of time
events, that is, from the recorded electronic pulses caused by
photons and electronic noise. Here, we also discuss the pros
and cons of splitting up the incoming photons and using
several detectors in parallel. To test the equipment, we set up
an optical source in which a faint periodic laser signal is
superimposed with continuous optical background radia-
tion. This allows us to record data sequences with varying
parameters (Section 5). Examples of the result of the data
analyses are presented in Section 6 in the form of histograms.
They demonstrate that the overall concept allows identifying
periodic signals in low signal-to-noise situations, even if the
measurement time for a data sequence is as low as tens of
milliseconds. Section 7 further substantiates the usefulness of
the method devised by a computer simulation of the case of
an input signal generated at an exoplanet orbiting a G2V-
type star (distance to Earth 500 ly). Appendix A presents a
simple model for predicting the approximate appearance of
the histograms, as it will depend on the optical input pa-
rameters and the histogram parameters chosen.

2. Assumed Characteristics of Optical Input Signal

The design of an efficient detection scheme for faint elec-
tromagnetic signals is more difficult the less the designer
knows about the signal to be detected. In the case of searching
for periodic pulses intentionally transmitted by extraterrestrial
intelligence, researchers have almost no hints concerning the
signal parameters. One resort is to ask ourselves how we
would design and realize a transmitter intended to draw the
attention of extraterrestrial intelligence to our planet Earth.
Such considerations will necessarily be based on technologies
presently available to us or imaginable for the near future.

Until the invention of the laser, the only spectral region
considered was the radio and microwave regime. Mean-
while, the optical regime has become a strong candidate as
well, mainly because the beam divergence scales with the

FIG. 1. Assumed optical input sig-
nal consisting of repetitive pulses
with low duty cycle s/T, carrying nP

photons each (peaks, in red), and of
background radiation (horizontal
pedestal, light blue) with nB back-
ground photons per period T (dark
blue). Color images available online
at www.liebertonline.com/ast
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inverse of frequency for coherent radiation. Even after nar-
rowing the spectral region to light emitted by a laser, the two
parameters dominating the design of a receiver are still open:
What would be the wavelength of the incoming radiation,
and would it carry some kind of modulation?

Concerning the wavelength, we consider a spectral region
where presently established Earth technology offers lasers
with high output power as well as low-noise detectors with
high quantum efficiency, a response down to a single pho-
ton, and reasonably high time resolution. On such grounds,
we choose the visible or near infrared, that is, a wavelength
between 0.4 and 1.1 lm. More specifically, the sender might
choose to use a laser tuned to the wavelength of a prominent
absorption line of his or her host star to minimize back-
ground noise of the signal. A narrowband search specifically
of these lines might be worthwhile to consider during the
design of an observational campaign. We rule out a contin-
uous signal (i.e., zero modulation), as this cannot easily be
discriminated against natural light sources. Furthermore,
any strikingly strong continuous signal probably would have
already been detected by spectroscopic measurements. One
such unsuccessful search was reported by Reines and Marcy
(2002). We also rule out frequency modulation, as this format
requires a difficult-to-implement tracking input band pass
filter, which might be needed to reduce background radia-
tion. Moreover, we presently do not assume to find a mes-
sage impressed onto the optical carrier, as this would
introduce large uncertainty in the design of the receiver
which, in this case, would have to include a demodulator as
well. The simplest way to attract attention seems to be
transmitting a periodically pulsed optical beam. (For good
reason this scheme has found wide distribution in seafaring
since ancient times.) A large and highly stable repetition rate
helps to discriminate against noise. As already emphasized
in the introduction, our method does not search for ex-
traordinarily intense, isolated pulses of non-natural origin, to
be observed as coincident outputs at two or more photode-

tectors. It is rather aimed at pulsed laser signals with repe-
tition frequencies (f) between a few hundred hertz and
several megahertz, with low duty cycle, and average re-
ceived photon numbers (nP) down to 1/10 photon per pulse.

The laser pulses searched for and emitted from, for example,
an exoplanet, will be collected by a telescope2 and fed to the
photodetector by an optical fiber, as described in detail in the
following section. Unavoidably, any artificial signal will be ac-
companied by background noise radiated by the host star, light
scattered in Earth’s atmosphere, and cosmic ray–caused signals.
A further source of noise is the thermal dark counts of the de-
tector. Figure 1 sketches the optical input signal thus assumed.

3. Signal Detection Equipment

3.1. Basic layout

The main purpose of our detection equipment is to deliver
a digital electrical pulse for (more or less) each incoming
photon and to furnish each pulse with precise time-of-arrival
information (see Fig. 2). Serving as an optical receive an-
tenna, a telescope is directed to the star system under in-
vestigation or, alternatively, just scanning the sky. At its focal
plane, the radiation received is coupled into a multimode
fiber3, possibly spectrally filtered by an optical band pass4,

FIG. 2. Block diagram of the signal detection equipment designed to record the precise time of arrival of photons originated
by extraterrestrial intelligence. The subscripts 1 to M identify the individual channels in case of employing more than one
detection channel.

2The receive optics do not necessarily have to be of high quality or
even be diffraction limited: For purposes here, a so-called photon
bucket would do, as no imaging is involved but only the collection of
photons and their low-loss transport to the detector. Of course, a
small field of view would be desirable in order to keep the collected
background radiation low.

3In particular, if only a single detection channel is employed, the
SPAD might advantageously be arranged right at the focal plane of
the telescope.

4This would improve the signal-to-noise ratio but requires either a
more precise knowledge of the signal wavelength or scanning of the
filter’s center wavelength.
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and fed into one or more single-photon avalanche detectors
(SPADs), operated in the Geiger mode (Cova et al., 1996). In
the case where several SPADs are employed, a fiber beam
splitter will equally distribute the optical power among the
SPADs. When the detector is struck by a photon, it will
produce a narrow pulse at its electrical output with a steep
rising edge that indicates the time of detection; however,
only with a probability corresponding to its detection effi-
ciency g. The SPAD thus acts as a trigger device, with the
photon being the trigger and a digital electrical pulse con-
stituting the output. In this work, we will refer to the latter as
an ‘‘event.’’

In the subsequent module, each electrical pulse is time
tagged at its rising edge with sub-nanosecond resolution
and also marked with a channel indicator, which allows us
to analyze each channel signal independently. Time tag-
ging of all modules is properly synchronized. Lastly, the
data is stored in a computer. Each entry consists of the
relative arrival time of the detected photon (ti), see Fig. 3,
as well as of the channel number. A digital time sequence
resulting from a single channel is sketched in Fig. 3. The
red (full) events are thought to originate from the periodic
optical signal (frequency f, period T = 1/f). As indicated, the
recorded extraterrestrial events will not necessarily occur
periodically. This may be due to time-varying absorption
along the line of sight from the exoplanet or to turbulent
atmosphere. In the case of low average optical input power
per pulse, this may just be the manifestation of the Poisson
distribution of photons. The random blue (dashed) events
are caused by background photons and detector imper-
fections. They constitute the noise in the search for the
periodic signal.

3.2. Hardware

For the laboratory tests described in Section 5, we im-
plemented the detection system without an optical band pass
filter, as the involved sources were narrowband lasers.

Single-photon detection was performed with a commer-
cially available four-channel device [‘‘single-photon counting
module array’’ type SPCM-AQ4C from PerkinElmer (2005)].
The fiber-coupled detector elements are silicon avalanche
photodiodes biased above breakdown voltage, sensitive in
the spectral region from 400 to 1060 nm. At a wavelength of
850 nm, the quantum efficiency is some 40%. After a photon
has triggered an event, the detector is insensitive to incident
light for a period of time called dead time. We could verify the
dead time to amount close to the specified 50 ns, with slight
variation among the four detector elements. When drawing
Fig. 3, we assumed that the detector dead times are clearly
smaller than T, the period of the extraterrestrial signal. This
restriction, however, should be irrelevant in practice: Inter-
stellar signaling asks for very high energy per optical pulse,
most likely achievable only by a trade-off with low-repetition
frequency, that is, a relatively large period T. The detector
noise of the thermoelectrically cooled photodiodes is speci-
fied to be less than 500 counts s - 1. However, for the four
diodes in the module available we measured dark count
rates between 1500 and 2500 counts s - 1. The manufacturer
further speaks of an ‘‘afterpulsing probability’’ of 0.5%. In-
vestigating the diodes at hand revealed that a dead time was
followed by an internally generated event with a probability

of 1.4%. The electrical output pulses of the four channels are
25 ns wide TTL5 pulses.

The four time-tagging modules (TTMs) are homemade
electronics (AIT, 2012) that provide the numerically encoded
relative instant of time for each event. They were developed
around the TDC GPX time to digital converter of Acam
(2012). With proper supporting electronics, a stability of the
time-tagging device similar to that of an atomic clock can be
achieved; the temperature-stabilized internal quartz may be
locked to a precise atomic clock or controlled by a 1 Hz GPS
signal. However, our measurements were done in a free-
running mode, which may result in a highly constant drift of
less than 100 ns s - 1. For our typical measurement duration,
this drift did not affect our data analysis. The detection of
each event is measured with a timing resolution of 0.1 ns.

4. Data Processing Strategy

Our assumption was that any extraterrestrial intelligence
could have transmitted a laser signal consisting of periodic
pulses. Hence, we had to cope with the task of finding an
originally periodic signal with unknown repetition frequency
f = 1/T within a seemingly random data sequence. In other
words, we were looking for the red (full) lines of Fig. 3,
which have a mutual distance of T or multiples thereof.

To this end, we first calculate the time differences ti - tj

between the detected events (denoted ti,j from now on) and
display them in a histogram, that is, essentially the density
function of the time differences. The histogram will show the
number of occurrences (customarily denoted ‘‘frequency’’
and designated F in the following, but to be distinguished
from the pulse repetition frequency f) within bins of time
span bw versus ti,j. Any periodic signal would manifest itself
as distinct peaks around tij¼ q �T (q¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . )6. For the
considerations to follow, we make the reasonable assump-
tion that the optical input pulses have a width smaller than
the detector dead time.

4.1. Concepts

(a) Maximum utilization of the information contained in
the data sequence would be made if all possible time dif-
ferences ti,j were used for generating the histogram, that is,
when taking all possible combinations of ti,j with

j¼ 1, 2, . . . , N� 1 and i¼ jþ 1, jþ 2, . . . , N (1)

where N denotes the last event (see Fig. 3). The total number
of time differences then amounts to

YN ¼
N2�N

2
(2)

In case of a data sequence consisting of, for example,
N = 50,000 events, the compilation of the histogram would
ask for handling YN& 1.25 billion data. Displaying all events
in a histogram requires its (horizontal) ti,j axis to cover a time
interval equal to the total sequence measurement time tN,1.

5TTL, transistor-transistor logic.
6In case of employing more than just one SPAD, i.e., M > 1, the

histogram may also show a peak for q = 0.
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The number of bins, B, to display along this axis is given by
the quotient of tN,1 and the bin width bw. It could become an
impractically large number if tN,1 were on the order of a
second and bw would be kept as small as a few nanoseconds.

(b) Another extreme would be to utilize only the next
consecutive event, that is, a restriction to all combinations of
ti,j with

j¼ 1, 2, . . . , N� 1 and i¼ jþ 1 (3)

Then the number of time differences to be handled is only

Y1¼N� 1 (4)

The horizontal axis of the histogram would cover a time
given by the maximum time difference between consecutive
events, max[tj + 1,j]. The histogram thus could not reveal sig-
nals with a period T > max[tj + 1,j]. Further, sequences with
even modest numbers of background events would be dif-
ficult to detect.

(c) A third, attractive alternative is to restrict the time
differences utilized by considering only a limited number, D,
of consecutive events (D < N), that is, to use all possible
combinations of

j¼ 1, 2, . . . , N� 1 and i¼ jþ 1, jþ 2, . . . , min [jþD, N] (5)7

The time differences defined by Eq. 5 are the elements in the
top D diagonals of the matrix shown in Fig. 4, exemplary
visualized by the blue (light and dark) squares for the case
D = 4. [All colored elements would be used in concept (a);
only the light blue elements would be used in concept (b)].

For the third concept one has to handle

YD¼D �N� D

2
(Dþ 1) (6)

time differences. Clearly, the concepts (a) and (b) are special
cases of concept (c) by choosing D = N - 1 and D = 1, re-
spectively. A proper choice of D will keep both YD and the
number of bins B to be displayed reasonably low but at the
same time utilize as much information as possible. A further
advantage of concept (c) is that for D << N the extraterrestrial
signal will show up in the histogram with peaks of more or
less equal height all along the axis ti,j. Of course, the chal-

lenge is to choose the to-be-analyzed length of the data se-
quence, that is, N or tN,1, the bin width, and the value of D.
(For some more details concerning these choices, see Sub-
section 6.1 and Appendix A).

For the analysis of the measurements obtained during the
laboratory tests (see Subsection 6.1), we decided to use the
last concept, which we call ‘‘limited consecutive events
method.’’ A typical resulting histogram looks like Fig. 5. For
this specific case, we investigated a data sequence gener-
ated by a single channel (SPAD1, TTM1, see Fig. 2) in which
the average number of photons per pulse was nP = 0.039
and the number of background photons per period was
nB = 0.76. The sequence had a length of tN,1 = 890 ms and
contained N = 28,300 events. The background events (indi-
cated as the blue dashed lines in Fig. 3) are uncorrelated
from each other and from signal events. They occurred with
an average mutual time distance of 33 ls. In the histogram,
they lead to the noise floor with fluctuations from bin to
bin. The average distance between signal events (red lines
in Fig. 3) was 664 ls. For the histogram shown in Fig. 5, we
chose D = 30, a bin width of bw = 2.5 ns, and restricted the
length of the horizontal axis to time differences ti,j < 200 ls,
leading to B = 80,000 bins displayed. The 20 peaks with a

FIG. 3. Sketch of digital time sequence of events occurring at time instants ti. The red (full) events are thought to originate
from the periodic optical extraterrestrial signal (frequency f, period T = 1/f). The random blue (dashed) events are generated
by background photons and detector imperfections. Color images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast

FIG. 4. Matrix representation of the time differences ti,j

used for concept (a)—all colored elements; for concept (b)—
light blue elements in the top diagonal; and for concept (c)—
light blue and dark blue elements. In this sketch, D = 4. Color
images available online at www.liebertonline.com/ast

7The symbol min[a, b] means taking the smaller of the values of a
and b.
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mutual distance of 10 ls clearly indicate the existence of
periodic optical input pulses with a repetition frequency of
f = 100 kHz.

4.2. Multiple detector system

In Fig. 2, we show a scheme in which several detection
channels are used in parallel. It is worth noting the differ-
ences between this scheme and a single-channel scheme.
Below we address the pros and cons of using multiple de-
tectors.

(a) How does the number of events caused by ‘‘extrater-
restrial photons’’ depend on the number, M, of single-photon
detectors for a given number of average photons, nP, per
optical input pulse? For a single detector with a quantum
efficiency g the probability pM = 1 for an event is

pM¼ 1¼ 1� p0(nP � g) (7)

where p0 denotes the probability that no event is generated.
For Poisson-distributed photons we have

p0(nP� g)¼ exp (� nP� g) (8)

In case of M detectors and an equal split of the incoming
photons among them, the events generated in each channel
will be given by

pM¼ 1� p0(nP � g=M) (9)

Figure 6 shows the enhancement E of the number of extra-
terrestrial events by using M channels when compared to the
case of a single channel versus nP$g,

E¼M � pM=pM¼ 1 (10)

For low numbers of detectable photons, Eq. 10 becomes

E¼ 1þ (1� 1=M) � nP � g=2, (nP � g<<1) (11)

amounting to only E = 1.1 (or 10%) for nP$g = 0.25 in case of
four detectors (M = 4). For a strong extraterrestrial pulse, each
detector will produce an event; hence the enhancement factor
approaches the number of detectors involved, M. Of course,
losses caused by the beam splitter have to be considered as
well. This effect would be fully felt at low photon numbers,
while it could be more than compensated for by multiple
detectors in case of strong input signal.

(b) How is the number of noise events (i.e., those caused
by background photons, detector afterpulsing, and dark
counts) influenced by the number of single-photon detec-
tors? Certainly, the overall number of dark counts will be

increased by a factor of &M. However, in the case of a
relatively high background radiation of > 2$104 photons s - 1,
as expected for a field measurement, this will cause little
additional signal-to-noise deterioration if the dark counts are
less than 2000 s - 1.

(c) The use of several detectors also offers a feature outside
our intention of detecting periodic light pulses. If nP$g is large
enough to result in two events, even with low probability, the
detectors of a two-detector system will produce them (almost)
simultaneously. Such coincidences could be easily sought for by
a simple search for double events defined by a mutual tem-
poral distance tj + 1,j £ tjitter, where a suitably chosen tjitter allows
for time jitter. This procedure would correspond to the coin-
cidence method for detecting isolated pulses developed earlier
(Wright et al., 2001; Howard et al., 2004).

When analyzing the experimental test sequences obtained
in the laboratory (see Section 5), we observed a slight ad-
vantage for the system with four detectors (M = 4) in the case
of a low ratio of extraterrestrial photons to background
photons.

Another aspect of using more than one detection channel
is the possibility of simultaneous searching at different
spectral bands by arranging spectral filters in front of each
SPAD.

5. Laboratory Recordings

5.1. Setup

With no known extraterrestrial laser signal at hand, we
had to test the detection equipment described in Section 3 in

FIG. 5. Example of a histogram obtained from a data string using only a single detection channel (nP/nB = 0.05, N = 28,300,
tN,1 = 890 ms, D = 30, bw = 2.5 ns).

FIG. 6. Enhancement factor E of extraterrestrial events for
M single-photon detectors. Color images available online at
www.liebertonline.com/ast
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the laboratory. The source simulating the extraterrestrial
signal consisted of a periodically pulsed diode laser operat-
ing at a wavelength of k = 850 nm. Background radiation was
imitated by a second, continuously (cw) running diode laser
emitting at the same wavelength (see Fig. 7). Both optical
signals could be attenuated independently before being su-
perimposed by a 1:1 fiber coupler. The following beam
splitter diverted most of the power to another beam splitter,
which fed both an optical power meter and a photodiode
with a subsequent oscilloscope. These instruments allowed
for verification of the shape and repetition frequency of the
optical pulses and determination of the average power of the
simulated extraterrestrial and background signals. The
smaller portion of the combined signals passed another at-
tenuator before being split into four roughly equal parts,

each feeding a SPAD. Measuring the attenuation from the
lower branch of the first 9:1 splitter to the power meter and
to the four outputs of the 1:4 splitter permitted quantification
of the number of background photons nB per period T. When
taking into account the pulse shape established with the
oscilloscope, one can also estimate the number of photons
per pulse, nP. A typical pulse shape is displayed in Fig. 8. In
this case, the pulse repetition frequency was f = 100 kHz,
corresponding to a period of T = 10 ls.

The setup described thus can generate optical input sig-
nals as the one sketched in Fig. 1.

5.2. Parameters of data sequences recorded

With the setup described in Subsection 5.1, we recorded
various data sequences, several with f = 100 kHz and one
with f = 10 kHz. The (average) number of photons per pulse
at the input of the 1:4 fiber splitter was in the range
0.12 < nP £ 30. The number of background photons, nB, per
period 1/f was varied between nominally zero and nB = 6 by
increasing the output power of the cw laser diode (see Fig. 7).
(Note: even at nB equal to zero, noise events are caused by
detector dark counts and by ‘‘afterpulsing.’’) The length of
time we recorded one specific data sequence was on the
order of 1 min. From this we typically used only a very small
fraction (1 ms < tN,1 < 1 s) for the analysis, with the number of
events amounting up to N = 30,000. Table 1 lists the param-
eters of those data sequences whose analyses and relevant
histograms are to be presented in Section 6. The last column
gives the ratio of photons per pulse nP and background
photons nB per period T. It can serve as a measure of the
input signal-to-noise ratio.

6. Analysis of Laboratory Data

6.1. Histograms

Using the concept put forward in Subsection 4.1(c), we
constructed histograms showing the frequency F of time
differences ti,j for the data sequences DS-1 to DS-4. Before-
hand, we had to make a choice for the histogram bin width
bw, for the parameter D, that is, the number of consecutive
events to be used, and lastly decide on the length of the
histogram axis to be displayed.

The choice of bin width bw is driven by two main aspects:
The best possible detectability of the periodic signal dis-
rupted by the noise floor asks for a low bw (cf. square root

FIG. 7. Block diagram of laboratory setup when testing the
detection equipment.

FIG. 8. Shape s(t) of the optical input
pulses generated by the laboratory laser
source. The full-width half-maximum pulse
width amounts to s = 2.45 ns. Color images
available online at www.liebertonline.com/
ast
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term in Eq. A16). On the other hand, in a field measurement
the detected extraterrestrial events will not be perfectly pe-
riodic but will have some time jitter caused by the trans-
mitter, by time-varying propagation through space, and by
jitter introduced by the detection equipment. These three
effects determine a lower limit for bw (cf. term erf in Eqs. A16
and A10). For the laboratory recordings, it was relatively
easy to discern that the simulated extraterrestrial events oc-
curred with a time jitter with a standard deviation re be-
tween 0.3 and 1.1 ns around each nominal pulse time instant
q$T when a single SPAD was used. In the case of using all
four SPADs, the jitter was found to be larger by a factor of
about four. This effect could be traced back to a relative time
delay of up to 4 ns between the four channels, introduced
most likely by unequal lengths of optical and electrical ca-
bles. This misalignment could be corrected to a high degree
ex post by applying a proper time correction for the events
generated by three of the four channels. Altogether, a rea-
sonable choice for the bin width could be 4re (see Appendix
A). This suggests a minimum bin width on the order of
bw = 3 ns for our recordings. When analyzing field mea-
surements of unknown origin, the choice of bw is, of course,
more delicate.

Another aspect concerning the histogram bin width is that
a perfect periodicity of the detected pulses will be disturbed
if the geometric distance between transmitter and receiver
changes nonlinearly with time. This may be caused by the
orbit of the exoplanet around its host star and that of Earth
around the Sun. For reasonably short lengths of data se-
quences, tN,1, a sufficiently high repetition frequency f, and
an Earth-like exoplanet these effects will be negligible.
However, the extraterrestrial intelligence could compensate
for these effects by slightly adjusting the times at which the
pulses are transmitted, and Earth-based scientists could
compensate for them via subsequent adjustment of the time
of pulse arrival.

The choice of D has two aspects: A large value will in-
crease the number of time differences utilized and thus the
information content of the histogram. In particular, it in-
creases q, the number of peaks in the histograms (see
Appendix A). In the examples shown below, D varies be-
tween 10 and 300. For the number of events taken
(8400 < N < 25,600), D is small enough to keep the number of
time differences YD to be handled (see Eq. 6) reasonably low.

A guideline for a choice for the maximum length of the
histogram axis is also contained in Appendix A.

Table 2 presents the parameters chosen when analyzing
our laboratory recordings, including the number of pulse
periods P within the measurement time tN,1. One further
finds the number of events due to the periodic pulses and
that of noise events, Ne and Nb, respectively, as obtained by
an in-depth analysis. Their accuracy is estimated to be 3%.8

To obtain the histograms of Figs. 9–12, we employed the
statistics software R (R Core Development Team, 2012). On a
PC, the computation time for generating a typical histogram
was a few seconds, at most.

The histogram of Fig. 9 represents the case of a received
optical pulse that is very strong; for 86% of the periods, all
four detectors produced a pulse event. Approximately
nP = 30 photons per pulse entered the 1:4 beam splitter (see
Subsection 6.2). The input signal-to-noise ratio was nP/
nB = 0.445. The peaks observed would raise no doubt about
an artificial input signal with a repetition frequency of
100 kHz, though the temporal length of the data string used
for establishing the histogram was just 1 ms.

For Fig. 10, the average number of photons per pulse was
only nP = 2.3, and the ratio of extraterrestrial photons to
background photons is just nP/nB = 0.032. Still, the 9 + peaks
(nine due to the choice of D, see Appendix A) at multiples of
10 ls are a clear indication of a periodic signal at f = 100 kHz.
The data string used here lasted 8.5 ms. As in Fig. 9, the
length of the histogram x axis was chosen to slightly exceed
the calculated value ti,j,max (compare Eq. A2).

The data sequence that led to the histogram of Fig. 11
produced pulse events only for 5.6% of the optical input
pulses. The number of background photons per period T was
nB = 5.1. Although the frequency of the peaks shows quite

Table 1. Input Parameters of the Data Sequences

Analyzed in Section 6

Data sequence f [kHz] nP nB t25,600,1 [ms] nP/nB

DS-1 100 30 66 8.35 0.445
DS-2 100 2.3 74 8.45 0.032
DS-3 100 0.14 5.1 121 0.027
DS-4 10 0.12 2.0 3020 0.060

f = pulse repetition frequency; nP = number of photons per pulse;
nB = background photons per period T; t25,600,1 = measurement time
for N = 25,600 events.

Table 2. Characteristics of the Data Strings Analyzed and Histogram Parameters Used

for Establishing the Histograms

Data sequence tN,1 [ms] P D bw [ns] Ne Nb pe = Ne/(Ne + Nb)

DS-1 1.0 100 200 3 385 2,636 0.127
DS-2 8.45 845 300 2.5 705 24,890 0.028
DS-3 115 11,500 74 3 653 23,690 0.027
DS-4 1,000 10,000 10 12 539 7,905 0.064

In all cases, four detection channels were used.
tN,1 = measurement time; P = number of periods within measurement time; D = number of consecutive events used; bw = bin width;

Ne = number of pulse events recorded; Nb = number of noise events recorded; pe = fraction of pulse events.

8When comparing the ratio of the incident photons nP/nB as stated
in Table 1 with the ratio pe of pulse events to total events given in
Table 2, one will note good agreement for sequences DS-2 to DS-4
but not for DS-1. The latter is easily explained by the fact that, in the
case of DS-1, nP >> 1, but not more than four events per pulse can be
generated by the four single-photon detectors employed.
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FIG. 9. Histogram obtained for data sequence DS-1. For the parameters, see Table 2.

FIG. 10. Histogram obtained for data sequence DS-2. For the parameters, see Table 2.

FIG. 11. Histogram obtained for data sequence DS-3. For the parameters, see Table 2.

FIG. 12. Histogram obtained for data sequence DS-4. For the parameters, see Table 2.
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some variation with q, the existence of a periodic signal in the
115 ms long input string is evident.

While the first three histograms resulted from signals
pulsed at a rate of 100 kHz, the data sequence leading to Fig.
12 was pulsed at only 10 kHz. Still, if one spends sufficient
time for recording the input signal, strong evidence can be
obtained by properly chosen histogram parameters. For the
histogram presented, a data string of 1 s length was used,
with an input signal-to-noise ratio of nP/nB = 0.06.

Figure 10 reveals the general form of the histograms in
case of N >> D >> 1 quite clearly; a noisy floor caused by
background events extends up to a value of about ti,j,max with
constant mean value. This behavior eases the (computerized)
detection of the peaks caused by the periodic signal. From
here on, the noise level gently approaches the horizontal axis.
(For the extreme cases D = N - 1 and D = 1 [cf. Subsections
4.1(a) and 4.1(b)] the noise floor decreases monotonically
from ti,j = 0 to ti,j,max.)

The above four examples demonstrate that the method
proposed will provide excellent detectability of faint periodic
pulses for a wide range of parameters of the optical input
signal, at least when inspected by the human eye. In general,
we require that the peaks at ti,j = q$T stand out of the randomly
varying floor. This can be formulated mathematically by re-
quiring Fe > 4rFb, where Fe stands for the frequency of events
caused by signal pulses and rFb stands for the standard de-
viation of the frequency of the noise events Fb (see Appendix
A). We have already begun to implement signal processing
algorithms that will automatically recognize the equidistant
peaks of unknown (!) periodicity T. So far the results are
promising, not only for easy cases like those shown in Figs. 9,
10, and 12 but also in the case of Fig. 11 and for the histogram
derived from a realistic scenario (see Section 7, Fig. 13).

6.2. Number of incident pulse photons nP

As mentioned above, an in-depth analysis of the data se-
quences allowed for classification, with high confidence, of
each event with regard to whether it was caused by one of
the periodic optical input pulses or simply a noise event, that
is, due to background or ‘‘afterpulsing.’’ We were also able to
discern which channel (consisting of a SPAD and a TTM)
generated every single extraterrestrial event. By analyzing
the events of just one channel, one may infer nP, the number
of photons per pulse incident on the entire detection equip-

ment consisting of, for example, four channels, in the fol-
lowing way:

� Take the sequence of events from just one of the
channels,

� find the number of events Ne due to laser pulses,
� with the known number of signal periods P in a mea-

surement sequence calculate pM, the probability of
having detected a photon via

pM¼Ne=P (12)

� combine Eqs. 8 and 9, which characterize the detection
process of Poisson-distributed photons, yielding

pM¼ 1� exp (� nP � g=M) (13)

� from which nP, the number of photons per pulse is
found for known SPAD efficiency g and number of
channels M (g = 0.4 and M = 4 in our case). If the splitting
ratio of the fiber beam splitter employed differs from
1/M, a corresponding weighting factor characterizing
the channel used has to be applied.

Table 3 lists the values of pM and nP for the sequences
reported in Subsection 6.1. (The numbers for nP have already
been presented in Table 1.)

7. Concept Test of a Fictitious Scenario

Investigation of the laboratory data with the concept put
forward in Subsection 4.1(c) yielded the promising results
presented in Subsection 6.1. Therefore, as a next step, we
tested our method on a fictitious but realistic scenario.

FIG. 13. Histogram obtained for the computer-generated data sequence simulating a periodic input signal (repetition
frequency f = 10 kHz) of duration tN,1 = 24 ms, emitted from an exoplanet at a distance of 500 ly. The assumed received signal
strength is nR = 1 photon per period; the background photon rate caused by the host star is rB = 1.54$106 s - 1.

Table 3. Number of Photons per Pulse nP for the Data

Sequences under Consideration as Obtained

by Determining the Probability pM of Detecting

One Photon at the Channel with Single-Photon

Avalanche Diode SPAD1

Data sequence pM nP

DS-1 0.9665 30
DS-2 0.228 2.3
DS-3 0.0155 0.14
DS-4 0.0152 0.12
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We simulate a scenario where an extraterrestrial pulsed
laser signal with repetition frequency f = 10 kHz and wave-
length k = 850 nm is transmitted from an exoplanet that orbits
a 500 ly distant G2V-type star. The diameter of the diffrac-
tion-limited transmit telescope is DT = 10 m, and the number
of emitted photons per pulse is such that, on Earth, a re-
ceiving telescope with diameter DR = 1.7 m would collect—on
average—just nP = 1 photon per pulse. It can be shown that
this requires a transmit pulse energy of 4.2$104 J, corre-
sponding to 1.8$1023 photons if a space transmission loss of
50% is assumed.

Background photons at the receiver will be dominated by
host star radiation. In this respect, we assume a stellar sur-
face temperature of 5900 K and a stellar diameter of 1.4$109

m, which equals one Sun diameter. Then the rate of back-
ground photons received can be calculated to be rB = 1.54$106

s - 1, assuming a receiver bandwidth of Dk = 290 nm centered
around k = 850 nm9.

For the above input signal, we then computer-generated a
data string that simulates the event sequence to be expected at
the output of TTM1 (see Fig. 2). The detector was modeled as a
single SPAD (i.e., M = 1) with a quantum efficiency of g = 0.4,
assumed to be constant over the entire bandwidth Dk. To
generate the event sequence, we had to determine

� the average time difference between consecutive events,
ti,j,av,

� the number of background events, Nb,
� the number of pulse events, Ne, and
� the ‘‘measurement’’ time, tN,1.

First, we chose the length of the data string, N = Nb + Ne, to
be N = 15,000. For Nb >> Ne, ti,j,av follows from the back-
ground photon rate and the quantum efficiency as

ti, j, av �
1

rB� g ¼ 1:62 ls (14)

while the ‘‘measurement’’ time is given by

tN, 1 � N � ti, j, av¼ 24:4 ms (15)

(compare Appendix A, Eq. A1). The number of full periods
within the data string, P, and the number of pulse events,
Ne, are

P¼ tN, 1

T

� �
¼ 243 (16)

where the symbol ][ stands for rounding down to the next
integer (recall that T = 1/f), and

Ne¼P � pM¼ 1 (17)

The term pM = 1 in Eq. 17 was already introduced in Subsec-
tion 4.2, Eq. 7. It is the probability for the generation of one
event (per period) when employing only one single-photon
detector with a quantum efficiency g. For Poisson-distributed
photons, Eqs. 8 and 9 yield

pM¼1¼ 1� exp (� nP� g) (18)

For nP = 1 and g = 0.4, we obtain

Ne¼ 80 (19)

which leads to Nb = 14,920 and pe = Ne/N = 0.0053 for the
fraction of pulse events.

The time instants of the background events were gener-
ated by a random sequence; the time instants for the pulse
events were obtained by a random choice among all possible
time instants m �T (m¼ 1, 2, . . . , Ne) with probability prob =
Ne /P = 0.33. In both cases, the time resolution was 0.1 ns.

From the so-generated data string, we calculated a histo-
gram of the time differences, as exemplified in Subsection
6.1. This required a choice of consecutive events D and of the
bin width bw. In particular, we decided for D = 1000 and
bw = 1 ns. Figure 13 presents a histogram resulting from one
realization. The more-or-less regular time difference of the
dominant peaks in the histogram shows that there was a
periodic signal embedded in the background noise, with
period T = 100 ls, corresponding to a laser pulse repetition
frequency of f = 10 kHz. Figure 14 details the area near the
first peak. It uncovers the individual bins and evinces the
values of the average noise frequency (Fb = 9.2), its standard
deviation (rFb = 3.0), and the average frequency caused just
by the pulse events (Fe = 26.9, in case of erf = 1), as obtained
by using Eqs. A14, A15, and A11.

8. Summary and Outlook

We assumed that extraterrestrial civilizations could have
purposely transmitted optical radiation toward Earth to
make us know of their existence. It is not unlikely that such
civilizations would use periodic laser pulses with a repetition

FIG. 14. Detail of Fig.13, showing the first peak.

9This value of rB covers both states of polarization.
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rate in the kilohertz to megahertz regime. Such a signal
would not carry necessarily a message except that there is an
extraterrestrial intelligence at a well-defined position in the
Galaxy. However, its detection is entirely conceivable with
present-day technology, even over distances of several
hundred light-years.

We designed a technique that employs one or more single-
photon avalanche diodes, which allows for the easy discov-
ery of such optical pulse trains after a recording time of less
than a second. Each event generated by a photodetector
entails an electronic pulse that is time-stamped with a rela-
tive accuracy of 0.1 ns. A histogram of time differences be-
tween events reveals the periodic optical input pulses in the
form of peaks separated by multiples of 1/f. For practical
reasons, it is generally not advisable to process all available
time differences when calculating the histogram. We have
suggested the use of only a small percentage of consecutive
events and presented an estimation framework of how this—
and other parameters—influences the appearance of the
histogram. Our results show that the use of more than one
single-photon channel will not facilitate retrieving weak
signals, that is, those with an average of only one photon per
pulse or less. The prime criterion for detectability is the ratio
of received photons per extraterrestrial pulse to the number
of background photons per period 1/f. Increasing the re-
ceiving telescope diameter will not improve this ratio in the
weak signal regime as long as dark counts are negligible.
However, it would reduce the measurement time needed to
achieve a certain signal-to-noise ratio. If, on the other hand,
pulses with more than one photon per pulse are expected,
increasing the number of detection channels would in gen-
eral improve the ratio of extraterrestrial events to noise
events.

With the technique described in this paper, the pulse
width s of the optical input signal (see Figs. 1 and 8) is of no
concern. It may be anything from microseconds down to
nominally zero, as is the case for a pulse containing just one
photon. What is relevant for an unambiguous detection in a
short measurement time is the energy (or number of photons)
of the received pulses and the efficiency of their conversion
into events. Therefore, it is advantageous to have detectors at
hand with high quantum efficiency and to make every effort
not to lose photons on their way from the telescope’s pri-
mary mirror to the detector(s). Coupling the received radi-
ation into an optical fiber right at the telescope’s focal plane
and using a fiber beam splitter in case of multichannel de-
tection helps to achieve this goal. Besides a single fiber input
coupling device, the concept requires no fine adjustment of
bulk optical elements.

We tested the technique in the laboratory with lasers op-
erating at 0.85 lm acting as extraterrestrial source (at
f = 100 kHz and f = 10 kHz) and as background radiation.
Even in the case of input signal-to-noise ratios as low as
3$10 - 2, defined as the ratio of average received photons per
pulse and background photons per period, the generated
signal could be clearly detected.

Using synthetic data, we further demonstrated that the
suggested technique would be sensitive enough to detect a
faint, artificial, periodic laser signal traveling over a distance
of 500 ly. In our specific example, receiving just a single
photon from each of the laser pulses transmitted at a repe-
tition frequency of 10 kHz would suffice to detect the artifi-

cial signal within an observation time of 24 ms. The energy of
the pulses to be transmitted was calculated to be 42 kJ. As
early as 2003, laser technology on Earth allowed for the
generation of pulse energies of 21 kJ at k = 1.06 lm and 11.4 kJ
at k = 0.53 lm (NIF, 2007), corresponding to 1.1$1023 and
3.0$1022 photons. The repetition rate was stated as one shot
every 5 h, however, with 192 such lasers now available. Re-
cently, a laser system based on Ti:Sa lasers (k = 0.8 lm) op-
erating at a rate of 1 Hz was commissioned (BELLA, 2012),
though with a pulse energy of only 40 J.

So far the intention was to discover a beacon that is turned
on and off periodically. From a strict communications point
of view, the signal form we anticipated may be called quasi-
periodic, as it is a finite section of a truly periodic—and thus
everlasting—signal. In the examples presented, its duration,
that is, the length of data strings, was 1 ms < tN,1 < 1000 ms.
Such a quasi-periodic signal could also be used as the basis
for digital data transmission by assigning different cycle
lengths T to different symbols. In the binary case, with T0, T1,
however, the data rate R would be as low as 1/tN,1, that is,
on the order of 1 < R < 1000 bit s - 1. We have also begun to
investigate the case where, instead of a highly periodic sig-
nal, pairs of laser pulses with constant time interval Tp are
transmitted randomly (or at prescribed times). Such signal-
ing shows up in the histogram as a single line at ti,j = Tp.

The large number of data to be processed, stored, and
analyzed presents a computational challenge. Presently, the
bottleneck is not the number of data gathered but the gen-
eration of histograms, especially if the repetition rate of the
incoming pulses is low. We are now developing improved
algorithms that will allow handling pulse repetition fre-
quencies down to the hertz regime. For analyzing very long
data sequences, we have been working with a Visual Basic
code using Excel-based graphics. Rather than having to cut
out slices of the data stream and analyze them one by one,
this software employs a moving analysis window that con-
tinuously looks for peaks in the histogram and assesses their
relevance.

With the simple and extremely easy-to-implement equip-
ment described above, we already have begun to make
measurements with the 80 cm telescope of the Department of
Astrophysics at the University of Vienna, targeting some
recently detected exoplanets that supposedly lie in the hab-
itable zone around their host star. A systematic survey is
planned for the near future.

Our efforts constitute a further tiny step toward a possible
answer to a very basic question of mankind: ‘‘Are we alone?’’
In particular, this work could provide clues as to whether a
few hundred years ago an extraterrestrial intelligence di-
rected at our solar system, at reasonably high repetition rates
and in a well-collimated beam, laser pulses that consisted of
some 1023 photons each and operated at a wavelength for
which we have efficient and fast single-photon detectors
available.

Appendix A: Appearance of Histograms

After recording a data sequence of the form shown in Fig.
3, several parameters of the histogram must be selected so it
can be computed and drawn. Below, we will derive equa-
tions that link various data sequence parameters like N, Ne,
and tN,1 with parameters that show up in the histogram. The
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parameters are the number of bins, B; the total length of the
histogram abscissa, ti,j,max; the number of signal-related
peaks, qmax; the bin width, bw; and the number of consecu-
tive events, D (compare Fig. 4). In the following, we will
mainly consider a detection system with only a single SPAD
(M = 1) and assume that the data sequence consists of N
events (N >> 1), taken within a time period of tN,1 ( = tN - t1).
Considerations along this line also allow for discussion of the
detectability of the unknown periodic signal, as it will
emerge in the histogram.

To gain a rough insight into the relationship of the various
parameters, we model the recorded events to be uniformly
distributed10. Then the average time difference is

ti, j, av¼
tN, 1

N
(A1)

and, for D consecutive events chosen, the length of the his-
togram axis becomes

ti, j, max � D � ti, j, av (A2)

while the number of bins is

B¼
tl, j, max

bw
� D

ti, j, av

bw
(A3)

The bin width, bw, has still to be chosen. The number of
peaks caused by the periodic events, qmax, that will appear in
the histogram follows as

qmax¼
ti, j, max

T

� �
� D � tN, 1

N �T
� �

� D
ti, j, av

T

� �
(A4)

where T is the period and the symbol ][ stands for rounding
down to the next integer. Hence, to obtain at least the first
peak (q = 1), that is, the one at ti,j = 1$T, the condition

Dq
N �T
tN, 1

(A5)

has to be met.
Next, we determine the frequency Fe of differences be-

tween pulse events in the bins centered at ti, j ¼ q �T (q ¼ 1, 2, 
3, . . . qmax). The number Ye of time differ-ences between pulse 
events within the upper D diagonals of Fig. 4 is approximated 
by

Ye¼
N2

e �Ne

2

YD

YN
(A6)

where the first term gives all such time differences (Ne being
the number of pulse events), and the second term, YD/YN,
accounts for the fraction contained in the first D diagonals (cf.
Eqs. 2 and 6). Here, we made the reasonable assumption that
the noise events are randomly distributed between the pulse

events. In the histogram, the average frequency of time dif-
ferences between pulse events in each sufficiently wide bin at
ti,j = q$T follows as

F¢
e¼

Ye

qmax
¼ T

2tN, 1

(p2
e N2� peN)(2N�D� 1)

N(N� 1)
(A7)

In many practical cases, we have N >> 1, 2N >> D, peN =
Ne >> 1, which simplifies Eq. A7 to

F¢
e¼

p2
e ND

qmax
(A8)

Here, we have expressed the total number Ne of pulse events
via their percentage pe of all N recorded events,

pe¼Ne=N (A9)

In the case where the bin width is not much larger than the
standard deviation r of the probability density function of
the jitter-caused distribution of the time differences between
pulse events around q$T, some of these ti,j would not show
up in the proper bin, thus effectively reducing the value of F¢

e.
Assuming that the jitter may be modeled by a Gaussian
process, this reduction factor is given by the error function of
bw/(2re). That is, by

erf
bw

2re

� �
¼ 2ffiffiffiffiffiffi

2p
p

Z bw
2re

0

e�
z2

2 dz (A10)

The factor ½ in the argument of the error function stems from
the fact that the bin width bw covers both sides to the central
time instant ti,j = q �T. As an example, a choice of bw = 4re

would yield erf = 0.95, that is, 5% of the pulse time differences
would not show up in the expected bin. Hence, we modify F¢

e

in the form

Fe¼
p2

e ND

qmax
� erf (A11)

where, for the sake of simplicity, we omit the argument of
the error function from here on.

To determine the mean frequency Fb of time differences
caused by background events per bin, we note that the total
number Yb of such time differences is

Yb¼YD�Ye (A12)

which, within the same approximation as just mentioned,
simplifies to

Yb¼ND(1� p2
e ) (A13)

With Eq. A3 and for p2
e << 1, the average frequency of noise

in each bin, Fb, becomes

Fb¼
Yb

B
� N � bw

ti, j, av
(A14)

where we neglected the (unwanted) existence of pulse time
differences outside the bins around q$T as caused by
choosing too small a bin width.

10Clearly, a uniform distribution is neither true for the events
caused by background photons nor by the pulse signal. However,
even this simple model will turn out to yield a useful prognosis of
the appearance of the histogram in case a sufficiently large number N
of events has been processed.
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For estimating the detectability of a periodic signal in a
noisy background, however, the criterion is not Fb, the
mean of the background-caused time differences, but its
standard deviation rFb. In case N >> D >> 1, the main part
of the histograms is characterized by a constant mean Fb

(see, e.g., Fig. 10). For this regime, the standard deviation
turns out to be11

rFb¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N � bw

ti, j, av

s
(A15)

For each of the bins where we expect peaks, that is, around
ti,j = q$T, we may now define a signal-to-noise ratio in the
form

(S=N)peaks¼
Fe

rFb
¼ erf � p2

e �T
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

N

ti, j, av � bw

s
(A16)

In general, the histogram will show not just one peak (as
would be for qmax = 1) but several peaks at q¼ 1, 2, 3, . . . ,
where each of the bins at ti,j = q$T provides an (S/N)peaks

according to Eq. A16. Taking this feature into account, the
inclination is to define an overall histogram signal-to-noise
ratio, (S/N)histo, in the form

(S=N)histo¼ qmax � (S=N)peaks (A17)

which becomes

(S=N)histo¼
erf � p2

effiffiffiffiffiffi
bw
p �D ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

tl, j, av �Np
(A18)

Having identified all parameters that determine the
appearance of the desired histogram, we now apply them
to a data string taken from our laboratory data sequence
DS-3 (see Table 2) and compare them with the corre-
sponding histogram displayed in Fig. 11, where we had
chosen D = 74 and a bin width of bw = 3 ns. For this data
sequence, the standard deviation re of the pulse time dif-
ferences around ti,j = q$T amounted to re = 1 ns, yielding a
correction factor of erf = 0.87. Table A1 lists the calculated
values of ti,j,max, qmax, Fe, Fb, and rFb and the respective
values read off the histogram. The degree of agreement
indicates the usefulness of the analytic approximation

obtained for a data string from a single channel (M = 1),
even though the data sequence DS-3 was obtained with
four SPADs (M = 4).

If the detection system uses more than one SPAD (M > 1),
more than one extraterrestrial event may be generated by
one and the same extraterrestrial optical input pulse. In this
case, a bin with Fes0 will also show at the very left of the
histogram, corresponding to q = 0. An estimate for Fe at this
position is not straightforward, as it depends not only on M,
the number of SPADs, but also on the total number of de-
tected photons per period T.
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